Sleeve spacers are intended to be used when mounting a Buckingham climber sleeve to a climber with a 3/16” shank thickness. This spacer will alleviate the excess movement which may occur between the 3/16” shank and the sleeve.

SPACER INSTALLATION

1. Slide the climber sleeve over the shank end of the climber.
2. Slide the spacer between the gap of the leg iron and sleeve, on the inside of the climber opposite the gaff (fig. 1).
3. Push the spacer into the sleeve until the end of the spacer is flush with the end of the sleeve (fig. 2).
4. Adjust for proper length / fit. (Note: Proper fit of climber requires the leg iron with pad attached extend from the instep to about ½” below bottom of inside projection of knee joint).
5. Align the holes of the climber, spacer and sleeve.
6. Insert and tighten fasteners as required. (Note: Sleeves must be properly attached to the climber leg iron using appropriate hardware and two points of attachment).
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